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Abstract
Background: The software or an individual program will not get crash by the minute bugs in the code and always manual
method for testing the code was not feasible, most of the cases the tester will adds the test oracles to the test cases using
the manual method but it is not optimal solution for the large programs and software’s and this method can targets
only covering the one goal at a time. There is a problem with this coverage goals due to these goals are not independent.
Methodology: To get out from these problems we propose a unique approach, in this approach we are generating the test
cases automatically and developed an integrated method for program correctness, testing and debugging. Findings: We
developed an unique approach in order to solve the oracle problem by using the metamorphic testing this approach also
address the automatic debugging this testing uses the synergy algorithm, it does not attempt to traverse the execution
tree, instead it attempts to cover all abstract states. Applications/Improvement: With metamorphic relations the system
is ideal for medium and large scale applications and this approach also uses the fuzzy logic to provide the result whether
the test case pass or fail.
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1.

Introduction

Testing is the crucial component while developing the
software and it is widely used in order to make software
process successfully. Input expected output and actual
output are the main components for the testing the main
use of input is to check the correctness of the program
whether the resultant output was matching with the
actual output and it also checks the definition for the
expected result. Many techniques has been proposed over
the years in order to generate the test cases automatically
and generating test suites automatically is also proposed
in recent years the test suite was the collection of test cases
the main aim for the test suite is covering the maximum
code still the problem in the test suite was the goal for one
test case may be dependent on the other test case so the
goal for the small test suite was not completely achievable
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so it leads to the oracle problem. Because it is easy for
the tester to specify expected outcome in terms of oracle
if the test suite was small otherwise it is very tough for
the tester generate the oracles so, our aim is also to make
oracles generation easy and to make the test suite should
be applicable for the complex programs.
With regression testing cost was more and time
consumption was also very high. By using test suite prioritization, we can prioritize the test suite for high fault
detection and to reduce the time consumption1. Frame
works are available that checks whether test data was
violating the given metamorphic relations by using the
constraint logic programming technique. There are so
many techniques that are based on the assumption that
complete oracle were available2. Context classification
in feature clustering used for classifying xml document3.
In order to generate the test oracles automatically it is
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very important to generate expected output automatically and also verifying the result from should also be
done automatically is required for that we are using different software models4. By using software agent and
fuzzy logic it determines the prioritization order by
using prioritization system there by effectiveness was
increased and also fault detection also gets increased5.
The approach that followed commonly in this with the
goal is to generate the test oracles automatically for the
test cases by using some techniques such as metamorphic relations, modeling, contract driven development
and specification but sometimes it will not give the adequate solution for the problem such time final choice
was the human needs to specify the test oracles for the
test cases. But it is difficult for human to specify the
test oracles for test suites that covers the large amount
of code it will be more time consuming process for the
human tester. Because predicting the size of the test
suite was very difficult6.
Test suite size can be reduced by removing some of
the test cases, it will happen when code modification was
done over time but it causes the fault detection effectiveness7. Oracle was mainly used to determine pass or failure
of the test cases while testing8. There are machine learning
techniques are also available in order to generate the test
oracles automatically9. Different kinds of genetic algorithms also available to automate the testing process and
it also makes this automation fast10. It is possible even by
the in experienced testers with less period of training to
identify the sufficient metamorphic relations with appropriateness11.
In previous studies, tester manually identifies the
metamorphic relation through ad hoc way recent days
new methods were also proposed for constructing the
metamorphic relation based on other metamorphic
relation that identified already so thereby it reduces the
cost12. This algorithm also helpful for prioritizing the
suites there by time consuming will be very less and
increases the effectiveness13. There is an empirical study
assesses the metamorphic relations quickly and also
checks its usefulness, but it is very difficult evaluate the
relation based on their usefulness mutation analysis is
used to assess the metamorphic relation14. Size of the test
cases in test suite can be modified by alleviating the test
cases it was possible when there is modification done on
the code15.
There are different types of rules that are available
to assess the better metamorphic relations16. Test case
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prioritization was also beneficial for random coverage
as well as for structural coverage17. Fitness function
uses genetic algorithm to improve the effectiveness of
the fault detection18. The objective for the test suite not
only the code coverage because whenever there is an
modification or changes occur in the program mostly it
violates code coverage but also test suite must be flexible
for the evolution situation, like extension, removal and
refactoring of test case and testing had been done for all
scenarios19
Code coverage criteria was also very important aspect
in testing, adaptive random testing and the random testing are two different types of testing both selects the test
case in random with main goal of higher code coverage20.
Generating test oracle automatically will reduce the cost
nearly thirty five to fifty percent. Test oracle plays an
important role in the soft ware testing because it checks
about the behavior of software. Manual process for test
oracle will be time consuming and more costly21. Genetic
algorithm was also used in order to reduce the size of test
suite it will be helpful to reduce the cost for some types
of testing methods. The reduced test suite by applying
genetic algorithm maintains the coverage criteria this
algorithm uses the mathematical model to reduce suite
size. In order to take decision regarding the reduction of
test suite genetic algorithm uses text execution cost and
block based coverage criteria22.
There are several techniques that are available to
detect better metamorphic relations, there by it increases
the high fault detection23. Test Oracle can be automated
by different types of method that are available widely24.
Whenever test cases are added to existing test suite it
increases size of suite it leads to increase of cost for testing
such as regression testing in order to overcome this problem some of the algorithms for test suite reduction was
implemented with the goal for reducing the cost as well as
maximum code coverage criteria25.
One of the main problem in software testing is the
oracle problem i.e., if there is no mechanism called oracle to check the output for the given input it is called an
oracle problem this problem can be overcome by using
the metamorphic testing, metamorphic relations will get
derive from the in born characteristic of software so, it is
helpful to check the correctness of output without using
the oracle. But adaptive random testing uses less test case
when compare with the random testing not only that it
also have higher code coverage thereby failure detection
was also more but in case if the randomly generated test
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cases missing any crucial part of program to test then it
leads to a very big problem26.

2. Existing System
The existing system was more concentrated on generating
the small test suites with high code coverage but still the
oracle problem was not alleviated and it is fail to generate the automatic assertions and in this system the test
cases were less readable. And the system was developed in
a tool it is fail to generate sufficient number of test cases
because its main aim is to generate small size test suite
which is collection of test cases.

if any errors or bugs in the program so, by using metamorphic relation we can alleviate the time constraint
also
Algorithm Used:

3. Proposed System
In this paper we propose a metamorphic testing which
derives metamorphic relations from the inborn properties of the program which lessen the oracle problem in
the testing. Metamorphic testing identifies the some
important properties of software or program and it represents these properties in the form of relations called
Metamorphic relations each metamorphic relation in the
metamorphic testing includes multiple set of inputs and
expected outputs after testing it cross checks the results to
confirm whether the metamorphic relations are satisfied
or not.
Figure 1 depicts about how metamorphic testing
applied by using the metamorphic relations. By using
input space I set of metamorphic relations was derived
and it checks whether the expected output was matching
with the actual output there by it reduces the time to find

Figure 1. Metamorphic Testing.
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Figure 2. Pseudo code for Depth Test case Generation.

Metamorphic testing watches that regardless of the
possibility that the executions don’t bring about disappointments, despite everything they bear helpful data.
Subsequent experiments ought to be built from the first
arrangement of experiments with reference to chose vital
properties of the predetermined capacity. Such important
properties of the capacity are called Changeable relations.
Typical examination and way limitation improvements
alongside Metamorphic testing serves to incorporate the
three distinct phases of SDLC subsequently empowering
a robotized advancement environment that is both hearty
and quick. Changeable testing watches that regardless of
the possibility that the executions don’t bring about disappointments, despite everything they bear helpful data.
Subsequent experiments ought to be built from the first
arrangement of experiments with reference to chose vital
properties of the predetermined capacity. Such important
properties of the capacity are called changeable relations.
Typical examination and way limitation improvements
alongside Metamorphic testing serves to incorporate the
three distinct phases of SDLC subsequently empowering
a robotized advancement environment that is both hearty
and quick.
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4. Fuzzy Oriented Metamorphic
Relations
Specifically, we characterize the MRs that we expect characterization calculations to show, and characterize them
all the more formally as takes after.
MR-0: Consistence with relative change. The outcome
ought to be the same on the off chance that we apply
the same discretionary relative change capacity, f(x) =
kx + b, (k 6= 0) to each quality x to any subset of components in the preparation information set S and the
experiment ts.
MR-1.1: Permutation of class marks. Expect that we
have a class-mark change capacity Perm () to perform coordinated mapping between a class name
in the arrangement of names L to another name
in L. In the event that the source case result is li,
applying the change capacity to the arrangement
of relating class marks C for the subsequent case,
the consequence of the subsequent case ought to be
Perm (li).
MR-1.2: Permutation of the property. On the off chance
that we permute the m traits of the considerable number of tests and the test information, the outcome
ought to stay unaltered.
MR-2.1: Addition of uninformative characteristics. A
uninformative property is one that is just as connected
with every class name. For the source data, assume we
get the outcome ct = li for the experiment ts. In the
subsequent info, we add a uninformative credit to S
and separately another characteristic in st. The decision of the real esteem to be included here is not critical
as this characteristic is similarly connected with the
class marks. The yield of the subsequent experiment
ought to still be li. MR-2.2: Addition of educational
characteristics. For the source information, assume
we get the outcome ct = li for the experiment ts. In
the subsequent data, we add an instructive credit to
S and it’s such that this property is firmly connected
with class li and similarly connected with every single
different class. The yield of the subsequent experiment
ought to still be li.
MR-3.1: Consistence with re-expectation. For the source
information, assume we get the outcome ct = li for
the experiment ts. In the subsequent information, we
can affix ts and ct to the end of S and C separately. We
call the new preparing dataset S’ and C’. We take S’, C’
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and ts as the data of the subsequent case, and the yield
ought to still be li.
MR-3.2: Additional preparing specimen. For the source
information, assume we get the outcome ct = li for
the experiment ts. In the subsequent information, we
copy all specimens in S and L which have mark li. The
yield of the subsequent experiment ought to still be li.
MR-4.1: Addition of classes by copying examples. For
the source data, assume we get the outcome ct = li for
the experiment ts. In the subsequent info, we copy
all specimens in S and C that don’t have mark li and
link a self-assertive image “*” to the class names of
the copied examples. That is, if the first preparing set
S is connected with class names <A, B, C> and li is A,
the arrangement of classes in S in the subsequent info
could be <A, B, C, B*, C*>. The yield of the subsequent
experiment ought to still be li. Another subsidiary
of this transformative connection is that copying all
examples from any number of classes which don’t have
mark li won’t change the yield’s consequence of the
subsequent experiment.
MR-4.2: Addition of classes by re-naming examples. For
the source info, assume we get the outcome ct = li for
the experiment ts. In the subsequent data, we reliable
a specimens’ percentage in S and C which have mark
other than li and connect a discretionary image “*” to
their class names. That is, if the first preparing set S is
connected with class marks <A, B, B, B, C, C, C> and c0
is A, the arrangement of classes in S in the subsequent
information may get to be <A, B, B, B*, C, C*, C*>. The
yield of the subsequent experiment ought to still be li.
MR-5.1: Removal of classes. For the source information,
assume we get the outcome ct = li for the experiment
ts. In the subsequent data, we uproot one whole class of
tests in S of which the name is not li. That is, if the first
preparing set S is connected with class marks <A, A,
B, B, C, C> and li is A, the arrangement of classes in S
in the subsequent info may get to be <A, A, B, B>. The
yield of the subsequent experiment ought to still be li.
MR-5.2: Removal of tests. For the source info, assume we
get the outcome ct = li for the experiment ts. In the
subsequent info, we uproot some piece of a specimens’
percentage in S and C of which the name is not li. That
is, if the first preparing set S is connected with class
names <A, A, B, B, C, C> and li is A, the arrangement
of classes in S in the subsequent data may get to be
<A, A, B, C>. The yield of the subsequent experiment
ought to still be li.
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5. Performance Evaluation
Fuzzy MR utilizes typical inputs and, consequently,
involves nontrivial exertion in its execution, though Trans
formative testing uses solid inputs and is, along these lines,
much simpler to actualize. Semi-demonstrating, be that as
it may, has novel points of interest. Firstly, not all inputs that
practice a disappointment way may essentially bring about
a disappointment. Regardless of whether a solid experiment meets the trigger condition is simply by shot. Then
again, semi-demonstrating ensures the disappointment’s
identification. Also, if the project under test is right, transformative testing with solid inputs can just show that the
system fulfills the changeable connection for the limited
arrangement of tried inputs. Semi-demonstrating, then
again, can exhibit the fulfillment of the transformative connection for a much bigger arrangement of inputs, which
may be a vast set. This gives a higher certainty. Moreover,
semi-demonstrating can be further consolidated with routine testing to extrapolate the program’s rightness to related
untested inputs. Thirdly, when a disappointment is distinguished, semi-demonstrating will give symptomatic data
to investigating as far as imperative expressions, however
transformative testing not has this capacity.
Based on the highlighted debugging information in
Figure 2, our debugger further highlights a total of 15 lines
of source code for inspection. These lines of code are not
shown in this paper. Version 14 has a total of 225 lines of
source code excluding blanks and comments. The number
of highlighted lines of source code can be greater than the
number of highlighted rows in the failure report as multiple lines of source code may be executed (and highlighted)

between two rows in the failure report. We can go on to
employ program slicing techniques to further exclude
statements having no impact on the output value reported
in row 78. In this way, the focus of debugging will be further narrowed down. Such a program slicing component,
however, has not been incorporated into our current system owing to resource limitation, and also because this
component is not the focus of our present research project.
As shown in the Figure 3 performs extra specifications in test case generation of program modulations with
method declarations and method implementation and if
statements for loops were processed in to program specifications. We find that, in spite of the fact that this rate
is high, the highlighted lines are to be sure a bona fide
reason impact chain: The deficiency in the system has
brought about numerous extra cycles of a circle body and,
in this manner, a not insignificant rundown of execution
follows inside of the circle body have been highlighted.
The quantity of source lines highlighted, then again, is
entirely little (SLP = 4 %.) The second biggest FRP (26%)
happens when form 12 is confirmed against MR4. This is
additionally because of cycles of a circle. Truth be told,
the 128 lines of highlighted execution follows include just
16 exceptional columns, and the quantity of source lines
highlighted is additionally little (SLP = 5 %.)

6. Conclusion
In this paper we proposed an approach that alleviates the
oracle problem for that we uses the metamorphic testing
that generates the metamorphic relations to overcome
the oracle problem. It generates more number of test
cases when compare to the existing system their by it was
easy for the tester to detect the faults in the program and
the proposed approach uses the fuzzy logic to identify
the degree of correctness. The usage and robotization of
semi-demonstrating is likewise moderately less demanding than routine project demonstrating methods. This is
on account of changeable relations are weaker than project accuracy and, henceforth, they can be less demanding
to demonstrate.
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